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I" LABOR f THE 1948 ELECTIONS
Tile working mon again faces an election year when' the president

;••,'. his -.xociitivo" arn cf the government arc decided for a period of
r<- ur y,; rs and when Liany senators, representatives and state officials
'••:•-.., elected, 3ut again tho working man has little choice in the
.'oction phase of parliamentary 'activity under the peculiar forms of
u i^rican bourgeois democracy. :̂ t least the class conscious worker
knows that the two old parties are n^t his parties. "If 'a situation
would develop where the Republican and Democratic party prevented aJl.
otb.c.r parties from getting their party and candidates on the different
state tickets, there would be no other choice for the worker then to
boycott the election. Boycott the election with proper agitation
and propaganda against the sham. democracy of the capitalists that only

.places on the ballots for the twin parties of imperialism.

•At'.first thought-this seems like a most unlikely situation, that
is the ruling off of all parties except the twin parties of imperialism.
But wli;:ii one breaks down the problem to. the 48 states and from county
to -city in the different states, one finds that the sham ̂ rnerican form
of; -democracy rules off of -the ballet the parties claiming to represent
the working class and to a great extent it als? rules off of the ballot
the liberal, petty-bourgeois pnrties, such as tho Wallace Progressives,
the Labor Party, etc.

'̂hen one adds up. the fewplaces and- state's where the parties claim-
ing to represent the working c-lass have tickets in the field, and con--
pure this to the amount of states necessary'tp obtain., a.majority for
presidential election, it can be seen that'the election laws are so
complicated that theae parties could not obtain' enough electoral votes
to be taken serious by the imperialist rulers. If it were not for
the. agitational value of 'such action, the capitalist w-?uld not even
give these opposing forces another thought*

To make natters worse, for the liberal capitalist, the number of
states and sect ions - of the states where electors for presidential can-
didates cannot be placed on the-ballot for the Wallace Progressives
revorrls that reform capitalism' cannot even come near a 51% success in
this sham democracy*

In the light of what has just been stated, and considering .it a
fact that the twin parties of capitalism do have the worker and middle
class candidates ruled off tho ballot in the vast majority of states
-nd sections -Of states,; the question of boycott becomes a reality for
many workers -in many states, what can reform labor and class conscious
workers do but boycott in tiios e states and areas where the parties ?.
claiming to represent the workers are not allowed on 'the ballot? Of
course they can carry on a "write in" campaign, .̂.nd this should' be
done when and where you do have a candidate of the party of the working
class, not some revisionist "luarxist" group.
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Trifc REVISIONIST POSITION

Y.'Lsn we bring up the question of revisionist "Marxist" groups the
Bastion is raised and must be answered as to what must be done in those

-•3\ and scattered areas where the Socialist, Trotskyites, DeLeonists
•r soiae other group do have candidates? For the average trade unionist

,'ho is to tr.-3 lef t"of vWallace and the Stalinists and who f i rmly believes
•r\ it is ^arxisn to fly two banners in confronting the class, it is

: ' .cal to support any one of these parties just as a protest vote
^"-,st capitalism, rather than a boycott,

Ivhen we state the question of confronting the class with two flags
-..e Lican the theory and practice that it is correct to be a member of
j "Marxian" group or party and at tho same tine support the Labor Party
candidates in a given area if and who:- the "Marxian11 forces support
ihem* If one accepts the Labor Parti position (which we as revolu-
;ionary Marxists reject) than theoret --.ally it is only a tactical ques-
tion (as the ShaclfcF.ni tes have done) ' „ advocate to their nenbers the
either of the Socialists, the Cannoni ;,es or the BeLeonist presidential
candidates. It is theoretically inconsistent on the part of the
:annonites to object to this on theoretical grounds. They can object
n tactical grounds and for factional reasons. But since thej support

:.,he theory of the Labor Party, and fly two flags before the class,
•:iiey are in the sane boat as the S~hachtrian group.

Revolutionary Marxists must participate in elections and the other
phases of parliamentary activity, Our principle line has been laid
down by Lenin and our political and organizational independence must be
assured by flying one flag,, the flag of revolutionary Marxism before
the class. The tactics will be worked out in the United States on the
basis of objective conditions. As a snail group with no candidates we
must boycott and agitate our position to the class, raising all the
'33ues and giving a Karxian answer. As a group large enough to par-
ticipate here and there vie try to get on the ballot, and above all we
carry out the WORIuURS VOTE CAi4P.tt.IGH wherever we have a cadre.

In the deep south, where even the Republicans are considered
"oreigh, our general line is the sane. Th-j tactics will have to be
vorked out from state to state and city to city,

L^BOR xlrxS LITTLE CHOICE

Labor haslittle or no choice in the present election. No revolu-
tionary Marxist candidates are list i* There are some centrists and
reformist "Marxists" in the field wh^ at least know the value of elec-
tion campaigns, but who know little about scientific socialism* The
Wallace-Stalinist bloc is also unworthy of any support. It is a reform
capitalist bloc via ich cannot be considered seriously by any revolu-
tionists.

At least one thing is clear regarding the third party. This is
;hs- first election year that the capitalists are afraid of the third
'rty. Not afraid that it will seriously challenge then. Wot even
v'raid that they will poll any more -'otes than the third party did in

« 1924 campaign. But they are afraid thao the third party may NOW
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Ni-;-;jtalize into a pernanent set up to be taken over by the nild pro-
jr;,, selves of the CIO'and ^FL and .seriously cl-?l"-f,r:ge their clevor sur-e-
_ ire two party syston. That 'is the real neaning of the argui_,en ;n
gainst the "REDS11,

It is possible that the Wallace forces on the left of Truuah or*'!
Wi.:. Dixicrats to the right, each with their separate ticket 'nay g.f.-t
,r-iryi electorial votes to throw the election into the Hoube« This-
uld" be possible only if the .Republicans nake a poor showing,-. in

'•tU-^r words, if Trunan can line, up enough labor votes to throw the
balance, he will either throw' it in the House for settlenent — or nay
..'in. That is if'Trunan gets'enough labor and niddle class supports

TEE LONG R^NOto PATTERN
i. "

An"out stand ing factor of the 1948-election which reveals the
general"long range pattern of Auerican class.developnehts, is the'
following; In all capitalist presidential elections up to the present,
•.vita the exception of Roosevelt three terns, the working nan in his
voting strength was not decisive* His votes c.ounted but he did not
"hold the balance of power" as the third party did in Minnesota, in
Wisconsin and the third party'forces in New York do»

If the AFL and CIO Leaders can nuster enough votes behind Truman,
whom they endorsed only because there was nothing left for then. with,
their bankrupt political policy, than the BOURGEOIS REFORMIST labor
leaders can decide the: choice of candidates in the 1948 election on a
national, scale,. This the refornis.ts know, and this is the reason the
two party' capitalists are frightened with a third party,

"A third party, for sone tine to cone, will be a third party like
the two Hew York third partiesof the Socialistsand the Stalinists.
They will act for a balance of power and trade with one' or' theother of
the two parties, whichever gives then the bast horse trade. Their
"independent" role vail merely be the organization of labor and labors
friends in a structure which will enable then to control and deliver-
t<i.j veto. - A thing they cannot do in the two party systen. Naturally
it will be- a-bourgeois, r-jforuist third.party* This will give Cannon and
jiiaciitnan pi nty of roon to shout for an independent social reformat
third party.

Sept. 19-48

L
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THE "COLD WAR"£ CAP TALIST' BREAKDOWN
Three years after the conclusion of World ;.War II, the globe is

In tho grip of a "cold war" between yesterday's victors. Gone are tlio
•-.utual exchange of congratulations, good wishes, and lasting peace
i . •,::.•?. ogogy of the leaders of the United (Bandit). Nations Organization.*
faccessor to the late andunlamented Lsague of Nations, In this short
vi^r iod , the whole cycle from high promises to high hopes to disillusion-
ment and cynicism of the old League has already passed* Instead thsro
are' the rod hunt and spy hunts, realignments of political groups and
governments, direct and indirect terrorization of whole populations with
threats of starvation and military force, forced mass migrations,
changing of national borders with little or no regard to the masses
needs, and growing rearmament* This is the crowning achievement of a
war and a npeace f t won by that collective security for which muddle
headed liberals and Stalinists have been braying since 19341

The current crisis only emphasizes the depth of the contradictions
of the UNO world. The US-GB bloc and their satellites contest the
Kremlin andtheir satellites, for control of Berlin and Germany, the
former leading power of the Axis, The '.German bourgeoisie, "purified11 -
of the most outstanding Nazi criminals, is kept safely out of the hands
of a wrathful proletariat through slicm. trials, Krupp, Thyssen, Schacht
and Associates' receive short sentences, while, their property is held
for them, and their Cleric an and British partners under the various •
zonal arrangements under bankers and lawyers entitled not "Herr" but
"general*" Franco, beneficiary of Hitler's aid in the war against the
Spanish workers and shelterer of numerous Nazi capitalists, is approached
by Wall Street's representatives for a new military alliance. In France
war-time "collaborationists" and "resistance" support De .Gaulle or/and
the numerous "Third Force"' governments, while the largest party of the
French 'workers, the CP, is kept out of the government* In Italy,
jresterday1 s purified" fascists support the De Gasperi in company with
conservative bourgeois democratic and right-social democratic forces
(Soragat) rhile the largest partiesof the workers, the Nenni SP and
Tcgliatti 's C? are excluded on Wall Street's orders. In Greece Hitler's
role against the masses, 1. ter taken over by the British, now proceeds
under American imperialist "technical and military advisers,"

In Palestine the JewisLh masses who survived Hitler's slaughter
and fled the UNO's Europe, wage civil war with the Arabian masses to
the mutual benefit of Arab beudalists (ex-Hitler friends now working
with British and American capital) and Jewish capitalists, over control
of a tiny county mostly desert. In the Far East, English, French and
Dutch capital which yielded easily to Japanese advances, now wage
merciless warfare a la Hitler against the colonial masses. And in
China, Chang Kai Shek, who^battle" against Japan for years has been
mostly myth, wages ivarfare against the worker and peasant m ssesof
Northern China who really fought iiirohito, Tojo & Company, And over

\l this stands American imperialism pretending that the Kremlin is the
'4 chief cause of the world crisis, while Wall Street is a world benefactor
$ r -vvith its Liarshall Plan "aid", i.e. aid to Europe's hundreds of millions

-)f people of 15 billion for four years as against 15 billion dollars
* .'very year, for its own military arm*
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LIP SERVICE TO TgjS U.N.O.

Against the background-of such a--world, with each crisis involving
iroTuedirtely and directly mass movements, and uprisings of hundreds of
Vicuse-.nds and even millions of people, the verbal pyrotechnics of the
emagogues in tho UNO. .shrink into insignificance. Indeed, even those

••-".10 give loudest lip service to:.the UNO ignore it in every move they
aksV From the US Marshall plan.': to-the. control .of Japan,, to the
censorship-concealed v;ar of British, French and Dutch imperialists
ui southeast Asia, the capitalists conduct the class struggle with no
illusions, while tho muddle-head liberals wring their hands over the
"extremism" of all concerned, oppressors and-oppressed alike.

The cold war between u'all Street and the Kremlin was and is in-
evitable despite the agreements -on the post war world at Teheran, Yalta
etc. This is not because of reactionary or Stalin's wish to violate
agreements. Nor is it because Stalin agrees to the Lenin concept that
the capitalist world and the Soviet Union cannot long live peacefully
side by side, whether "Socialist" Bevin says so or not. It does arise
cut of the decay of world capitalism and the revolt of the masses which
compel wall Street, and the Kremlin to clash regardless of any subjective
wish, sanctified by any number of 10, 20, or 50 year.paots for "peace."

Cli'-Jl&CTSR OF OUR ...5 POCK

Our epoch is one of capitalism in its highest form, imperialism,.
Monopoly has long since replaced competitive "free enterprise". In-
ternational cartels have divided the v?orld, in steel, coal, electricity
oil, etc.. They have not, however, replaced -anarchy of production as
enthusiasts of "organised capitalism" believe. The first and second
world war expressed these struggles in most violent form*

On a world scale, the productive forces have come into conflict
the productive relations (capitalist property) to an extent un-

iraagined bj/ the authors of the Communist Manifesto 100 years ago. As
lover before, !!the productive forces at the disposal of society no
linger tend to further the development of the conditions of bourgeois
.,:.-operty; on tho contrary, they have become too powerful for these '
••one-it ions, by wiicn they are fettered, and no sooner do they overcome
.,U3se fetters than they bring disorder into the whole of bourgeois
society, endanger the existence of bourgeois property," Since 1914 two
world wars and a devastating crisis-depression have attempted to solve
tale S3 crises by "unforced destruction of a .mass productive forces.,,
conquest of new markets51 (one imp rialist from another) ... the more
thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say, by paving the
•;•..'. y for more extensive and mere destructive crises, and by diminishing
the Kaans whereby crises ars prevented.If This brilliant analysis writ-
ten in the rising period of capitalism rings resoundingly true today
,vhen the increasing crisesof decay capitalism threatens the existence
of all civilisation, under imperialism these tendencies and contra-
dictions shake the world in thunderous crises that leave no people and :
no continent untouched.

Lenin's understanding of this world, condition brought forth the
of Marxism as to our epoch being one of decay capitalism,
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.b.3 eve of the social revolution* Objective conditions would arouse the
...-uletarian masses in the" advanced countries' and the colonial masses
. i. the backward areas to revolt, breaking with past passivity. . Con-

to reactionary howls today, the "danger of world revolution" ,
not from the .̂ reiulih but from the objective, conditions which
•J.isn itself prepares, The repeated references by bourgeois spokes-

,y

...j ri il as'; .Stalinist betrayers, t o -Len in ' s , ideas (after Stalin-
-;.'troyed the "Third International politically in 1928 and organization-
"i.ly in 1943) serves only to prove the soundness of marx, Engels and
.-enin's concept Si . ' .

But p-ince the whole, world order of. the Versailles Peace, as well
•as Hitler's brief "new order" has passed into limbo,,. the bourgeoisie
after IVorld War II must, try to.vis.on a..new international set up for
their class rule,., Some American capitalists dream ofa Pax Americana
(American Peace), .̂ fter Napoleon1s downfall and the Congressof Vienna
of 1815, the British navy and their domination of world markets,.and
their brand of power politics, kept world, peace for a centiry; all the
wars that took place were minor affairs compared to the Napoleonic wars*
Likewise, reasons Wall Street, today, with the decline of British
imperialism and the crushing defeat of the German upstart,..American
capitalism .can dominate the world with, its navy, power politics, the.,
atom, bomb, and domination of the'UNO i

BOURGEOIS HOPES FOR SOVIET UNION

"V-s for the Soviet Union, the bourgeoisie believe the following:
V.'hile their hopes for a mutual destruction of Hitler dominated Germany
and Stalin dominated. Soviet/Union proved false, the weakness of Soviet
'.economy as a result of'-war destruction may lead to its downfall if
rooor tactics are used. The use of agreements with Stalin to help
crush social and "colonial revolutions in Europe and *-s.sia can become
rart of their drive to restore capitalism to Russia itself. StalinV.s
offensives outside the Soviet Union are basically within the framework
of a defensive, retreating and waiting policy* He supported the League
jf Nations until Anglo-French capital at Munich made it obvious they.
7,ave it up to turn Hitler against the USSR. He supported the Hitler
i'talin Pact until Hitler invaded the Soviet Union, His post ivar l>oxpan-
.i ion ism" took "place only because social revolution in Eastern Europe •
forced him to intervene to avoid this danger on his very doorstep* His
opposition to any tendency to a federal Eastern Europe (timidly proposed
by Tito, Diniitroff, etc)'to.keep these countries divided and reduced to
a buffer area between the USSR and western Europe also fits into his
veak policy covered, b jr. bluff,

But the revolutionary upheavals following the global war make the
.eriod of this policy uncertain. The period of the'armed truce will be
punctured by crises, anduist b.e concealed by the most adept maneuvers
incl alternating threats of war 'and pledges of peace. Thus last year-'
aints- for guidance of more observing and unhysterical capitalists and
intellectuals were dropped carefully. Thus Arthur Schlessinger, Jr.
vWho recently was drawn into the Economic Cooperation Administration
set up in Europe) wrote in Partisan Review, issue of May-June 1947 ( just
before the .Liarshall Plan was announced on June 5th at Harvard University
"British policy under Chamberlain presents a model of how not to under-
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t:,k,. a campaign of containment. The U»S* is- faced with the same si-
tuation today, only the geographical marginsof tolerance are greater
.;ith the USSR than they ever were with Germany, Reduced to its fun-
''i-an̂ ntals, the .iiierican problem is to arrange the equilibrium of forces
in tlio world so that, at every given moment of decision, the Soviet
General Staff will decide against aggressions that might provoke a
•general war on the ground that they present too great a military risk*,
-t the sane time, the US must not succumb to demands for an anti-
.Joviet crusade nor permit reactionaries in the buffer states to pre-
cipitate conflicts in defense of their own obsolete prerogatives.
Fascism-has receded, but it has not disappeared*.* (The US) must commit
itself, economically, politically, and militarily to the maintenance
of this balance over a long period*,." "Though the secret has been
k- pt pretty much from the readersof the liberal press, the State De-
partment has bean proceeding for some time somewhat along these lines*,,

along the sane lines there ap eared in July 1947, Foreign
Affairs (with extracts reprinted in Life Magazine) an article by
believed to be Geo. F. Kennan, top policy expert of the U,S, State
Departri nt: "It would be an exaggeration to say thatfe Acerican behavior
unassisted and alone could exercise a power of life and death over the
Coiiuunist movement and bring about the early fall of Soviet power in
Russia. But the U.S. has it in its power to increase enormously the
strains under which Soviet policy nust operate, to force upon the
Kremlin a far greater degree of moderation and circumspection than it
has had to observe in recent years and in this way to promote tendencies
which must eventually find their outlet in either the breakup or the
gradual mellowing of Soviet power. For no mystical, Messianic noveraent-
particulc.rly not that of the Kremlin—can face frustration indefinitely
without eventually adjusting itself one way or another to the logic of
that state of affairs,

Vi'e nust tax the patience of the reader with one more quotation,
The imperialists nust for public consumption confuse Stalinism with
Jonnunism although they themselves know better. Likewise they must con-
fuse the revolutionary aspirations of the workers with Moscow's maneuvers
.̂ncl present a picture that all workers who oppose Stalinism support
•;:•;,'it a lisn via Social Democracy. But here also the exploiters know
•utter.

Drew lliddleton, N. Y. Tines correspondent, reported on the senti-
-ent of workers in Berlin (August 15, 1948): "It seems that the greatest
.strength, the greatest resolution is in the working class sectors...
;ere are people with terribly little to lose whichever way the politi-
•al battle goes...In these districts you meet many viio say, *I am a
.arxist, but not a Comnuniii, "Jhat is communism today? Another kind
f Russian imperialism, not a working class movement.'

Or those who say, 'Y.-s, I an a Communist, but not a Stalinist,
nly stupid Germans believe that Russia today is a Comiunist state.
-ertainly I still see hope in Connunisn, but not in Russian Stalinism,'"

Such expressions do not of course present a Marxian position as
3Id by the RV/L, U.S. Marxists ho^d that the Soviet Union is a degen-

workers state, under control of revisionist burocracy, and that
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the Soviet workers will have to earry through a political revolution
j-) restore working class internationalisn and workers denocracy to the
•J3SR, under the leadership of a" new, truly Comunist Pr,rty of denocra-
tic centralist;*-- • • - • . . .

But they do reveal that the workers of Gerriany, like the workers of
th.i> rest of- the world, have ho desire to see a restored capitalist
.orid, with or without Stalinisn in partnership to wall Street,

It is this basic "reality1, of the post war world with its unprece-
dented econonic, social-and political breakdown'of capitalist that the'
"cold war" between ".'all Street and the Krenlin serves to cover. .

* _ •*

• • ' (To 'be continued)

10-3-48 . '

C 0 R R xi C• t 1 0 N TO THd A U G U S T 1948 I S S U 2 OF
I N T E R N ^ T I 0. N A L N E .7 S.

Cn page 3, paragraph, o, sentence 4, appears the following clause,
"It is obvious that since the nev; primary antagonism (since the second
v;ar—as we stated over two years ago) is between U.S. and USSR.

The"word prii-ary should be deleted froii the text* The Revolutionary
"Jorkers Le-.gue position has always been that the primary antagonist!
in the world is between the working class and the capitalists. The
".ntagonisi.1 between the US and the USSR is but a nirrored forn of this
rinary struggle,.

M. M. JJL .IL M. M. Jl
Ti- V Tf Tf TT ff if
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FOOD, POPULATION (COMMUNISM
There is a strange paradox about truth and lies,., facts and fancy

'•'i-t represents a cycle of opposites. An idea which has no basis in
facts and which represents CL lie will be used over and over, again and
icain, by thi reactionary cslploiters, no natter how nany tines scien-
,ific facts repudiate such ideas. On the other hand, truths and facts
;hioh can scientifically bo verified, ideas which -re to the interest
af the exploited masses are "killed11 over and over again by the de-
fenders oi" the priviliged few. Such ideas that hurt the pocket books
of the people in high places are twisted out of their context, warped,
lied about and supressed. But these truths cannot be killed, They
return to haunt the exploiters and their scribes and will eventually
triuiiph—if society is to progress*

The difference between these facts and fancy is that the lies are
kept alive by artificial, hot-house aethods through the exploiters dori-
ination of the state and"all avenues of expression, while the truths are
kept alive by their.own.internal strength. Take away the artificial
foundation froii the lies and they wi 11 die of their own accord; but with
the greatest obstacles the scientific facts slowly gain the lead.

. Each- prejudice, lie and fancy 'that helps naintain the exploiters
and the privileged nust be refuted by each generation all over; and by
each new recruit to scientific facts day in and day out,

THE MILIEUS DOCTRINE

One of these false ideas that the exploiters and reaction keep
alive is the Malthusian doctrine'of population in relation to the food
supply/ In the 18th Century, Thonas R. Ma 1 thus presented the theory
of gloon that populations always outstrip the food supply, stating that
nan would always fight to extend his borders for. his increased popula-
tion, but that the relation of food to population was such that there
will always be hunger and'starvation because there is not and never will
be enourh food t3 go around as the population can always outstrip the
food supply*

Marie and Angels in the last century scientifically repudiated this
prophet of gloon and sinee then, year in and year out, the Marxists have
answered th nei^ crop of followers of iialthus. But today, after the 2nd
V/orld V/ar, with the worst period of fanines and starvation the earth
las yet seen, the doctrine of —althus is gaining recruits and is ag-ain
^reached froii high places in the circles of the defenders of the ex-
) loiters,

TH3 PRESENT WORLD FOOD CRISIS

No one will deny that during and after the Second world Yiar there
jxists an actual food shortage in nany parts of the earth. But once we
get down to the basic causes of the food shortage, the doctrine of
ivl-lthus is blown sky high, i/lalthus gave his false theories objective
settings and presented his concept as a natural law of the developnent
•j. population and food, supplies. But when we realize that the fariine in
v-od, clothing and shelter has been nan nade and is not a product of the
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- called natural laws we Have thrown a different light on the subject*

The destruction of the necessities of life in the Second 'world 'Jar
.lone is so great that if nan had used an equal anount of labor and
roductive power f ">r social development instead of destruction? tbe

:<hol3 earth* could have been" raised to the level of the standard of
'.iving of the skilled worker section of the U. St, and the world Vvouid
.-till have tremendous surpluses left over for a rainy day. And each
; :i: r the srsne anount of energy used along the sane line could nultipx/
-his effect upon the earth's population In a generation or two the
bun would not recognize its own earth. But instead, after nan; gener-
ations of wars under different systens of exploitation of nan by nan,
all thinking people realize that the very question of the continuation
of civilization is at stak .

FOR THE SiJC3 OF ARGUMENT

For. the sake of argument, let us recast the Ma It hu si an doctrine
in order, to throw more -light upon the subject*

One could state that SO LONG A3 iiJtf LIVES UND^R ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
OF EXPLOITATION OF IviaN BY Mall, the exploitation of the majority by the
minority as represented by Chattel Slavery, Feudalism, or Capitalism,
regardless of the different levels of development under each, so long
as this condition exists, then it is true that populations will always
outstrip the food supply. But the whole argument falls to the ground as
a natural condition and is then' revealed as a man-made shortage and
negative ratio, once you state the problem as it is stated above,

You at once reveal that the shortage of food and the surplus popu-
lation is a condition due to faulty organization of the productive
forces of society and the misuse and waste of these productive forces
under exploitation and war of plunder.

Marx and Engels and many other Marxists refuted- the Malthusian
doctrine, not upon the basis of present twentieth century development^
•.vitii its startling inventions, and discoveries in every related field
that' ha ;: to do with the production of food. They repudiated the se
false ideas upon the productive capacities and development of nineteenth
century capitalism. To find these ideas again gaining momentum with
twentieth century inventions and discoveries, merely reveals how bank-
rupt the theoreticians of capitalism are and expresses disintegration
and dec-line on the. part of capitalism to use what. is at their hands to
reach to find a way out of the impasse imperialist wars and exploitation
has led us to.

TEE F,J£LHE CONDITION

Food experts and the UNIIR^ statisticians reveal that twenty to
thirty million, humans perish each ye?r due to lack of food. In many
oases the deaths are indirect; but the real causes can be traced back
to malnutrition. They also admit that the wars aggravate this situation,
In Europe and ^sia untold millions have died of starvation or -due to
factors traceable to lack of food during the war period and the UNHRri.
•eports indicate .that this will continue, unless food is shipped into
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tliose areas for a few years to c'ome* . . ;

One hfears so of ten" the argument- that vie are doing all we- can; that
,1ust don't have enough food to go around to bring the standard up to

j~necessary caloriesper day to - take care of the.world 's population«,
•.t is relatively true; but one cannot argue both sides of the question,;
,at one 's caks and have it .- By that we mean man's wars and man'b
:.loitation of man-by man hasfirst created .the shortage by refu^-.i to

the productive machinery at the world.'s disposal, by waste an.l ly
i--/ar destruction. Then these very same people who are responsible :.'or
this condition turn around and argue the other side of the problem.

say ar. doing all we can: we don't nave enough food to go around.

nor the sake of argument, even if we forget the past, forget the
reductive forces, raw materials and
eff ic ient ly and properly, in a sbort
wasover, for instance) we could have
of starvation and malnutrition. But
not upon selfish profit motives, but

war destruction, if the world 's
labor power OH ELJtD _*QW are used
period (the period since the war
everybody on earth out of danger
production would have to be based
uc-on the needs of mankind as a whole.

Everyone remembers the time of the Roosevelt New Deal when Eenry
w'allace was Secretary of Commerce and they plowed under crops and killed
livestock. In the world wide depression of 1929-39, before the war,
famine was mounting throughout the world and millions were on the verge
of starvation living on far below the necessary health standard of
sufficient calories per day* This is just a "small exaiiple" of the
whole problem, IVe had men, factories and raw material; but we starved.
.uid today tho world has the men, factories, raw material and "know how"
to increase this a thousand-fold, yet .famine, misery and privation stalk
the lands of the world*

SOLI* F^iCTS ^ND SOLIfi FANCIES

ill
las

The UKBFU and other authorities on food and famine point out that
e prewar period over half of the earth's population existed on
than{.8250 calories a day. In that period the greatest number of

those were in .̂ sia. But here again jou. come to the •"'orermr days" of 1939
but not the "prewar days" of "the Japanese invasion of ".China in 1931, ̂
...nd you have the masses of the rest of ^sia under the .iron heel of the
jritish-iJutch, French and other imperialist exploiters. It was not that
the "\vhereall" aid not exist. It was due to tho system of capitalism
.:,nd its colonial empires*

These authorities point out that it-takes at least 3SOO calories
- day to keep a person well fed. But today the masses don't even get
•3000 calories a day in India andmany even less as starvation continues,
..axle-, has a low average of about only 1900 calories a day per. person*

in Austria w;average as only about 1400 calories per day por person,

J. LI. Ratcliffe, one who sings the song of Malthusian gloom, points
that only seven per cent of the earth's surface is under cultiva-

'ion, and that most of the earth's surface cannot be cultivated due to
by ice, deserts, tundra, and mountains, to say

and that most
areas covered
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nothing about the fact that most-' of the earth is covered wi th water.

They t • 11 us that there remains only a little- over a billion acres
:/i?t r can still be brought under -cultivation. and Host of this land is in

tr-pics. Of course they say nothing about other important fact.-,
• .sample, tho Old webster ' -s dictionary lists the western part of

J^ uni ted States 'as the Great ,-iiicrican Dqsert , and in the early- per :>d
_" the United States, even after the Civil 'V» 'ar , it w.as- 'a desert, 3"-,
:j :.y anyone who would call the rest urn pert, of the United States a
sort wi th its' irrigation projects , its tremendous and growing foo-'i

:v.rus of all. .kinds providing the GO things which it takes to defeat
r,xiiii:, would be considered a foo.l.i

If man's discoveries and inventions (raeny hardly used yet) are
a -op lied in otrur parts of the eartli as they have been mildly applied
in the United St-ite.s, the land ;ro:ti-o- for ' food can be increased manifcJd,
both horizontally and vertically in the scientists graphs; both in
acreage and in productivity per acre,

J, D. Ratc l i f fo says, "Nutri t ionists calculate that it takes 2,5
acres of land to food and cloth a human being. Since there arc four
billion acres of arable- land on earth and £,2 billion people to feed,
it works out that each liuman being Liust subsist on 1.8 acres— which is

•not enough."

This is considering tho probleri as it exists at present usader '".he
present world wide set-up of monopolies, colonial empires, imperialist
greed, and th • exploitation of nan' by man, This -is plain poppycock.?
This is plain stupidity. If th'o united States had figured this way
..lien they went to war against the .^ris, Hitler would already have olie
e^rth in the palm of his hands. If th^y, the imperialists of the
United States, just sat down and totaled up the present factory p^c~
lucticn (at the start of tho war) and on that basis figured thenr supply
l ines , their lena-lease and their military might , the United States

-uild h:ive be^n easily defeated. But for war destruction and the_b.uge
rof i t s that go with it, those exploiters hod real imagination, For

jxoiople, instead of the production of a few thousand planes per yrar
"dch was considered a huge number, Roosevelt set the goal for a hundred

u^vusond planes. iJany who don't know our productive capaciies t^.c-ugbt
_.-•;. is \i/as era zy. It was "crazy, but_not the kind of crazy ideas o r L o s 5
oopie win thought so had in mind. It worked > only it worked for
.-jstruction vh ile we can do even more for construction if we coulci sot
•ur economic system to it.

Likewise in these quoted figures the earth's arable acres cannot
3e figured out on the present basis. In most places, in tho greatest
UiJiibor of cases, antiquated methods of faming are still used. If the
lost modern methods of farming were used en a _ w o r l d scale , even this one
• top would alt or the world picture and all of " Ratc l i f fe 1 s' conclusions,
•Lore are many other scientific steps we have not ov.en mentioned- To
oonsform the 'antiquated methods of farming into the most modern methods
^f farming on a world scale is far less o f~a job than it was to produce
-i;d transport throughout the globe 300 billion dollars worth of war

•,-.-. struct ion, tho small amount used only by one nation in the w o r , the
uitod Stetes*
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• ; , ; vTHAT C^N BE DONE
?

The Hitler.argument for more living space, an old argument, as
•-nd as the exploitation of man 'by man, is absolutely unnecessary once
':•'••• problem of food and population is approached scientifically and
I ced upon a human basis instead of the basis of the exploitation of
T . • by zan» Society grew beyond tribes and clans and at the turn of
J -3 century it grew beyond the straight jacket of nations. Now, about
, j ."If a century after the earth was already ripe for genuine inter-
nationalism, for a one world idea, the atomic bomb is shocking many
.•••,re than Ivlarxists and class conscious workers into the understanding
tLat the earth has grown up and nations are outdated, Uith this on-:
vorld and internationalist approach must go the concept of the ellriina-
tion of the exploitation of man by man. Otherwise the one -world inea
is a fake for imperialist domination of the earth by the strongs^
block of imperialists. The i-ocis tried it and failed, n̂d with t":ui?
idee, will go the understanding of human needs and the problem of food
and population can be adjusted scientifically—if we stop fighting each
oth-ir and use that energy to really conquer and exploit nature 'on a
grand scale.

>

•In addition to these broad social steps mentioned, some everyday
practical steps within the realm of agriculture and related industries
are the following:

.n world icicle plan and division of labor to raise crops where
productivity is the greatest and not the present, day wasteful, self-
sufficiency base.d o.n power politics and nationalism,

I—Scientific soil conservation of used and usable lan,d»
2-Modern 'machine motheds-, large scale farming.
3-Developnent of dans and hydro-electric plantsCTV^s)for all the
productivity that goes with Bsiontific soil conservation*

4~Proper scientific irrigation and reclamation of the soil,
5-Scientific soil treatment and crop development*
6-Use of modern methods and discoveries, such as Burbank, Hansen4tc
7-Wo#ld wide modern methods of storage and preservation of food*
S-Special reserve planning arid planting and storage of high

calory content crops for emergencies, regardless of people's
food,habit sand likes, such as certain greens, grasses, soybean,'
yeast products, etc*

9-ixtensive world wide development of hydroponics.
10-More adequate use and distribution of modern methods of making

fertilizer for dirt irrigation and hydroponic farming.

It has already been proven that by using the hydropopic farming
method a hundred acres of farm land will feed about three hundred
.thousand people, that is, a good sized city. Even the use of this
method alone, not considering the other developments and inventions
that are not used (except by a snail per cent of the world's farmers)
the food problem can easily be licked by civilization.

HYDROPONICS

Hydroponics is the old forgotten method of farming that has re-
centlj been rediscovered and extensively developed by the army in the
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volcanic Pacific Islands in the .Second' world war* It is 'the growing . r
->f food products in water instead' of in dirt. Irrigation is not even
• half way mark between dirt farming and farming by hydroponics. Once
hydroppnics is taken- out- of the realm of hob bby and.. fun , and experiment,

-ic'. ti laced on a basis t.b": .serve mankind, it will be such an advance over
•'. &.:• otlier methods of agriculture that it can truly be said to be
"evolutionary i n its developments, . • • . - '

'•'' •-,,.-_ ,•":'•'' • ' • • • . . . • • , . . '.; . .
Civili^ zat ion has had many, technical revolutionary developments,

>-t agriculture has been lagging, for many years.. Revolutionary develop-
.•...oats have;-taken place in. 'industry., communications, transportation,

and. many-other scientific fields* But now the cycle 'returna
agriculture with Hydroponics adding up many scientific' developi^-us

in many-fields and combining them into .a new', synthesis.. I f . man usas
this together-with.-his other- scientific understanding,. he can. win 'tie
day and..make the dream of one-world and the brotherhood, of man a. . ..
reality.' Ee^-can .really conquer this, earth and use..i-t as a stepping ! ;
stone for conquests in the 'outer space* .. , • , , '

Dr» Earle ^. .Sp.eesard, professor of biology at Kendrix College,
Arkansas, one of the many now developing the field of hydroponics., has
produced startling results* ^n excellent article in the June 1947 -
ivLxG^ZUla; DIGJST.on this subject states,. ,"Dr» Spessard ' feeds* his plants
on water in which is dissolved what Hilton Lomask, in KBifcJUIS M^G^ZiNE
calls, 'the ten elements that every plant eats1, Boron, calcium, iron,
maganese, sodium, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, potassium, and mag-
nesium. The fact that the plants are ' fed1 and not . le-ft to draw thoir
nourishment, if available from the soil, results in one of the, .most .•
important ..features of liydroponic culture,, that -various plants require
varying araountsof- certain elements and these...can-.be supplied in appro-
priate amount to 'produce 'top-quality f ru i t , " • • .. /

r Dr. 'Spessard, " » » » . asserts that ten men,, each- operating a one
acre tank farm, can- grow, enough "garden produce to supply a community
of 8000 the >ea'r around."- V . - . ' .' . ' • *• - •

; ' ' . . ' . ' . O U R 'POINT O F v m ' - . - . . . , • . . . *
• :• One cannot -leave this question standing up in the air* I7e know
from factual evidence that each system of exploitation, even when it
'resents now discoveries and inventions, does not utilize them to their
fullest extent, and by no means, uses these progressive. developments for
r.ir.n's good* The eleiiQiit of private profit and exploitation has. warped
all of thj-s-, t̂ the. same time, it has retarded many further develop-
ments, ŝ we have often said, the new system in its infancy will give
impetus-to many, things .in order- to :get a dominant-position against the
former contender. Capitalism did just that in relation to feudalism*
But once capitalism no longer feared feudalism, 'then ths feudal remnants
the landed aristocracy,became the junior partner of capitalism to hold
in check the masses* Then, capitalism became a brake upon further
progress. Today in the decay 'stage of capitalism countless discoveries
and inventions, to say nothing about the productive use of what already
actually exists in machines, men and raw materials are held in check,

The: revolution, in agricultural development is also held .in the
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c..i italist prison as well as the whole world wide plan of solving the
•-•rcbli-iu. of malnutrition, famine and starvation, Instead the best
ca italism can do is a little charity through IfNNRk.

June 10, 1947

DEFENDTHE SOVIET UNION

On this thirty-first anniversary of the Russian Revolution the
world, once again stands in fear of war. The invasion of the Soviet
union by the imperialists, with the United States at their head, 'y'.il
be an attempt to wire out the last remnants of proletarian proper^/
relations in the basic sectors of the economy. Playing the role ox
hand maiden to world imperialism, as do all social reformists,
Stalinism betrays th-^ revolution within Russia by capitulating to
bourgeois pressures in the economic spheres andpolitical sphers, there-
by, giving these forces such strength that they may well play a decisive
role in the invasion. In the bourgeois world, Stalinism channelises
the heroic struggles of the masses into harassing and hampering move-
ments to prevent the Marshall Plan's success, instead of combining
those defensive maneuvers with the struggle for workers' power.

Now, thirty one ysars after the first successful proletarian revo-
lution, the issue is clearly poised, -American imperial ism has licked
all competitors in the arena of world trade and for the time being rul
the roost. It can now squarely face the task which on two previous
occasion." have failed, in 1918-1921 and again in 1941-45. In fact it
i.'.ust accomplish this job within the very near future, before even the
giant collapses under tho weight of supporting the whole bourgeois
world. If this last prop should break before the world's toiling mas-
ses have suffered important defeats, revolutions will flame throughout
th- earth's surface. The Soviot Union undoubtedly cannot escape being
seared. The iiarxian forces in the Soviet Union may wrest control of
the government out of tho hands of the Stalinists and restore worker's
democracy ana workers' control of production, A Soviet Russia under
1-is.rxian leadership in a period of revolutionary upheavels means the
d ..ath of capitalism.

P. F-

Only successful proletarian revolutions can save the Russian
Revolution. The tremendous vitality and energs^ of the world 's oppressed
despite six years of the most brutal war in history, shows thoir v;iling-
ness and ability to carry through their revolution. Only one thing is .
lacking — The Llarxian rarity, The building of these parties and the
International to turn these defensive struggles into a struggle for
•power is the key task of the deiyr

For the Defense of the Soviet Union, despite and against Stalinism,* I
Defend the Soviet Union by extending the October Revolutionist
Build iviarxian Parties,iJi For the Communist (4th) International!!




